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RÉSUMÉ 

Quelques remarques sur les relations de précision des 
modèles numériques de terrain. 

Les auteurs donnent une appréciation totale des modèles 
numériques de terrain (MNT). En plus d'une nouvelle détermi
nation des modèles partiels, ils nous présentent - ·avec une exi
gence de systématisation- les bases théoriques des MNT, qui 
se répandent dans de vastes domaines. 

Le centre de leur enquête théorique est la précision du MNT. 
Les auteurs présentent les facteurs principaux de précision et 
d'efficacité sur la base de la littérature spécialisée et leur 
expérience. 

Ils ont examiné deux MNT réalisés en Hongrie et ils ont cons
taté que la précision est déterminée par le modèle et par les t raits 
caractéristiques des objets. Le rôle des méthodes est 
secondaires. 

The establishment of digital environment models is 
demanded by the accelerated rate of development, the 
spreading fields for computer technique, and the need 
for a complex study of natural conditions. The models 
must be a support for economie - engineering planning 
as weil as management. The digital environment model 
is created by joining various partial models. Geodesy 
bears important tasks in the establishment of models. 
Du ring the last two decades the technicalliterature dealt 
mainly with the problems of digital elevation models ; this 
fact underlines their outstanding importance. ln the fol
lowings sorne current problems - including the aspects 
of accuracy- of this topic are discussed. 

Numerous new terms have emerged with the increa
sing use of computer sciences. The definitions are unsett
led in the beginning ; the meaning of terms may often 
be modified and changed as sciences and techniques 
develop. That is why it is important to define the mea
ning of sorne basic terms. The digital terrain model is a 
digitally displayed model of the terrain with simplifica
tions according to purpose and is realised as an organi
zed set of numerical and/ or alphanumerical terrain infor
mation, which is stored in a data register readable for 
computers. The DTM - with a id of a digital modelling 
system/ computer model system/- can supply new 
information on the major characteristics of the model
led terrain as a whole, or its selected parts. At the pre
sen\ stage of modelling the DTM can be constructed of 
three partial models : 

- digital elevation model I DEM/ : the description of ele
vation relationships in the topographie terrain. 
- digital planimetrie model / DPM/ : contains metric, 
semantic and auxiliary information on the planimetry and 
hydrography of the traditional map. 
-digital object model / DOP/ : consists of information 
characterizing the qualitative, physical, biological, social 
etc. features of topographie objets. 

The methods of data collection may be classified as 
- geodetic, topographie survey, 
- stereophotogrammetric interpretation of aerial or ter-
restria l photographs, 

interpretation of graphie materials, 
- electronically obtained data / e.g. by radar/ . 

The authors think that - due to the increasing impor
tance and use of derived models-
- the query of digital models 
as a method of data collecting should be included here. 

On the basis of the distribution of reference points the 
following distinctions can be made : 

regular models, 
where the reference points are intersection points 
of a regular grid, 

- structured models, 
where the relief features are taken into account 
in the selection of reference points, and 

random models, 
where the non-regular reference points do not 
coïncide with characteristic points on the surface 
due to certain reasons / e.g. when surveying the 
bed of a lake or river 1. 

Structured models or regular models with large den
sity of points are generally used as primary models. The 
secondary models - derived from them for a more effi
cient modelling- are generally regular. 

After the size of the models two basic groups can be 
classified . Local models are developed for a definite inves
tigation of smaller areas. Regional models, on the con
trary, are mainly created for the purpose of complex 
investigation of larger a reas. The accuracy of local models 
can be compared to that of large-scale maps, while regio
nal models to small-scale maps. Models covering large 
a reas and of relatively low accuracy are used by govern
ment agencies, regional planning, defense, meteorology, 
etc. 

When deciding the method of data collection it is 
important to consider its simplicity, practicability, accu
racy and efficiency. The techniques generally used at pre
sent are very laboursome, though automation is highly 
developed in certain fields. The supply of terrain data for 
planning has been carried out in recent years in the socia
list countries by aerophotogrammetry and cartometry 
1 digitizing / . 

The geodetic, topographie method of data collecting 
includes the traditional and modern techniques of area 
levelling, linear and cross section measurements, and 
tachimetric surveying. Area levelling can be effectively 
used in almost flat terrains, if the sighting is not distur
bed by vegetation or any other object in the terrain. The 
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measurements with the available instruments can not yet 
be automatized. Considering the quantity of data to be 
stored and the practicability of their process, this method 
has severa! advantages. The electronic tachimetric - plot
ting technique - if the area to be surveyed is not too large 
- is a worthy adversary of photogrammetry. If it is com
pared to the traditional tachimetry, it is found 60-80 % 
more efficient, and the costs decrease almost to half. 

Photogrammetry is most useful in surveying larger con
tiguous areas ; its accuracy today approaches that of 
geodetic instruments. ln most cases aerophotogram
metry, in special cases terrestrical photogrammetry, is 
applied. 

According to technicalliterature, the raster-, linear- and 
elevation-interpretations are simple and efficient. These 
methods, however, produce much more data for a cer
tain accuracy requirement than the structured models. 
On the other hand, however, the former analysies can 
be made by less professional workers ; the creation of 
structured models requires a person experienced in topo
graphy. ln the latter case productivity is reduced to one 
tenth. 

The data of maps kept in map-rooms were produced 
expensively and they have a significant use-value. These 
graphie models are put in computers by digitizers / line 
following, scanners/. The line following equipments 
register point by point or after a defined length or period 
of t ime. They may be operated by hand or semi
automatically. The scanners generally scan the picture 
by the li nes and in the meantime they fill up the elements 
of the image matrix. Digitizing can be completely auto
mated, howerer, this method demands very high capa
city background stores. 

When examining the economy of the use of DEM, it 
is necessary to analyze the costs involved in the deve
lopment and operation of the model, as weil as th6 advan
tages gained by its application . lt is very difficult to cal
culate the expenses of primary data acquisition, super
vision and processing involved in a given job ; this 
explains why scientists are very reserved when campa
ring the traditional and computer models. Computer
assisted models are often more expensive than traditio
nal ones, though the repeated use of digital models may 
make them more economie than graphie models. The 
digital model reduces run-time, and at the same time 
offers the application of sophisticated mathematic 
methods, which improve the quality of results. lts major 
advantage is in tact that it provides the opportunity for 
spatial planning, analysis, can open new possibilities 
undiscovered for the planner and scientist, and can a Iso 
indicate the mistakes committed by the planner. lt can 
be stated as a result that the use of DEM is in general 
economically advantageous. 

The accuracy of modelling is first of ali determined by 
the model itself and the characteristics of the modelled 
object. The methods of modelling are secondary in the 
view of accuracy. 

Sorne notes from the technical literature concerning 
the topic. 

The accuracy of terrain models- according to JACOBI 
11980/ - is basically dependent on the following factors : 

- the selection and distribution of the location of refe
rence points, 

- the accuracy of the determination of reference points, 
- the method of interpolation applied, 
- the characteristics of the terrain surface and its 
structure. 

TEMPFLI / 1982/ basically gives the same classifica
tion ; the factors influencing the accuracy of digital ter
rain modelling are defined by him in the following order : 

- the geometrie characteristics of the terrain, 
- the distance between reference points describing the 
terrain surface, 

the accuracy of reference points determination,' 
- interpolation methods. 

This order is justified by practice and it is demonstra
ted that the accuracy is first of ali determined by the cha
racteristics of the terrain surface, and the quality / accu
racy, locat ion / as weil as quantity of measured reference 
points / CLERICI-KUBIK, 1978/ . 

The choice of interpolation method may be an impor
tant factor in the cartographie quality, however it has only 
little influence on the accuracy. 

SILAR /1972/ has introduced two formulas to estimate 
the accuracy of digital elevation modelling, which are 
widely used today with smaller modifications : 

al mean error calculated on reference point : 

m = \(Jffpvv] 
s . 

/ h - J/ 

v = contradiction on reference points 
h = number of reference points 
j = number of unknowns 

b/ mean error calculated on control points : 

V /z. - z'. 1 2 

mz = _1 -~ 
k 

zi = height of control point 
z'i = calculated height of control point 
k = number of control points 

When evaluating the accuracy of elevation modelling, 
it is of great importance to consider the characteristics, 
structure and geometrie nature of the relief. On this base 
these are severa! relief classifications. 

1. Subjective classification : based on a synthesized 
assessment of the relief of the terrain 1 geographie des
criptions/ . 

2. Objective classification, mostly based on analytic 
aspect, which may be carried out with 

a/ parameters / SILAR, 1972/ 
- inclination of the surface in two perpendicular 
directions, 
- the value of absolute deviations from a given plane, 
- number of local extreme values, etc. 

b/ geomorphologie classification based on photointer
pretation / KUBIK - BOTMAN, 1978/ 

cl terrain analysis /MAKAROVIC, 1976/, division of the 
terrain relief / faults, benches/ into small meshes, 

d l mathematic methods : 
- spectral analyses / FREDERIKSEN, JACOBI 1980, 
TEMPFLI 1982/. 
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Spectral analysis is becoming widespread in recent 
years in planning terrain models, accuracy estimations, 
terrain classification and in the determination of neces
sary reference points density. The base of the method 
is that terrain profiles are selected on the terrain in 
advance, then Fourier-analysis is performed on these pro
files and those terrain waves are determined which are 
neglected by a given reference points density. 

According to FREDERIKSEN and JACOBI /1980/ the 
selected terrain profiles are applicable not only for the 
immediate environment, but also for the surrounding 
geomorphologie unit. 

lt the values of relevant terrain waves are presented 
on a logarithmic scale, the line adjusting to the presen
ted curve and its tangent can be easily determined. 

The authors mentioned have worked out a formula to 
estimate the accuracy of elevation modelling. Their for
mula can be very usefully applied w ith regular reference 
point structures. 

YOELI /1983/ firmly states that the accuracy of digi
tal elevation models is influenced by the state of primary 
data set and reference point sets created by data acqui
sition, which is determined by three factors : 

accuracy of reference points measurement 
density of reference points 
location of reference points. 

Interpolation methods do not belong to the problem 
of DEM accuracy ; they have, however, a role when it 
is applied in cartography or cartometry. 

SCHUT /1974/ has studied various interpolation 
methods and he concludes that complicated methods do 
not produce much more reliable results than the most 
simple ones. 

According to MALYAVSKIY-ZHARNOVSKIY / 1973/ 
the application of complicated elevation calculation 
methods generally does not increase accuracy, because 
- the physical surface of the earth can not be descri
bed by analytical expressions even in short segments, 
- the minimum of deviations experienced on reference 
points or control points does not guarantee the exact
ness of modelling, 
- the amou nt of calculations increases with the increase 
of degree of algebric polynoms or Fourier's series, and 
the defeniteness of the surface characteristics decrea
ses among reference points. 

The problem of accuracy in digital elevation modelling 
has aroused the interest of the International Society of 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing /ISPRS / and it 
has established a separate working group under the gui
denee of TORLEGARD in order to classify the relations 
associated with the problem. 

The purpose of the international experiment series was 
to demonstrate the relationships between the develop
ment, data acquisition and terrain type of digital eleva
tion models based on photogrammetrie data source, and 
interpolation and accuracy / TORLEGARD, 1984/ . 

Six sample fields were formed for the experiments on 
different terrain types 1 agriculturally cultivated land, 
esembled granite surface, town area, steep and out-up 
mountains, moderate hills, flatlands/. 

Hungary has contributed to the international expe
rience series with the work of severa! institutes - indu
ding the DEM programmes developed at the lnstitute of 
Geodesy and Cartography and the Technical University. 

The working group has made the evaluation of accu
racy and the results were reported at the Rio de Janeiro 
conference of ISPRS in 1984 / TORLEGARD, 1984/ . 

The report includes the evaluation of photogrammetry 
based DEM accuracy, initiated and executed by the 
ISPRS Commission 111/3. We have further initiated a 
separate accuracy investigation, in which the accuracy 
of the DEM'S made by Hungary were studied. One of 
the abjects of these investigations concentrated on the 
problem of economy / number of reference points/ . 
lt can be stated on this basis that the inclusion of sparse 
reference points 1 much smaller date set 1 does not cause 
such a great decrease in accuracy, which would be 
expected with the radical reduction of reference points. 

Another abject of the investigation was to study the 
accuracy of the map of slope categories created on the 
basis of the DEM. We have compared the maps of slope 
categories produced manually and by computer respec
tively with the angles of slopes calculated from co
ordinates. The results demonstrate that the manual eva
luation proved only appr.60 % correct, while the com
puter I DEM/ evaluation was 86 % correct. 

On the basis of investigations carried out abroad and 
in Hungary and of our professional and practical expe
riences, the following essential conclusions can be 
made: 

- The accuracy of DEM must be studied first of ali accor
ding to the purpose and the madel developed ; this indu
des the aspect of economy as weil. 
- The accuracy is determined by the purpose, and two 
larger DEM-categories can be distinguished accordingly : 

- topographie DEM, can be qualified numerically, 
- cartographie DEM, can not be qualified numerically. 

- The interpolation used in the first type has no or only 
very little effect on accuracy, while in the second type 
it has an effect on the quality of representation. 
- The method of data collecting 1 automized - large data 
density or semi-automatic or other method - smaller data 
density and greater professional skill/ by its nature has 
an influence on accuracy, and it determines economie 
criteria as weil. 
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